Optical surfacing process optimization using parametric smoothing model for mid-to-high spatial frequency error control
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ABSTRACT

High performance optical systems aiming for very low background noise from scattering or a sharp point spread function with high encircled energy often specify their beam wavefront quality in terms of a structure function or power spectral density function, which requires a control of mid-to-high spatial frequency surface errors during the optics manufacturing process. Especially for fabrication of large aspheric optics, achieving the required surface figure irregularities over the mid-to-high spatial frequency range becomes a challenging task as the polishing lap needs to be compliant enough to conform to the varying local surface shapes under the lap. This compliance degrades the lap’s smoothing capability, which relies on its rigidity. The smoothing effect corrects the mid-to-high spatial frequency errors as a polishing lap removes low spatial frequency (i.e. larger than the lap size) errors on the optical surface. Using a parametric smoothing model developed to quantitatively describe the smoothing effects during Computer Controlled Optical Surfacing (CCOS) processes, actual CCOS data from large aspheric optics fabrication projects have been analyzed and studied. The measured surface error maps were processed with the model to compare different polishing runs using various polishing parameters. The results showing the smoothing effects of mid-to-high spatial frequency surface irregularity will be presented to provide some insights for a CCOS process optimization in terms of smoothing efficiency.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many advanced precision optical components such as extremely large astronomical telescope mirrors [1-3] and super smooth lenses for high power laser applications [4] have been manufactured by leveraging dramatic developments in Computer Controlled Optical Surfacing (CCOS) technology since the 1960s [5-9]. The CCOS process, in general, enables highly deterministic figuring process to produce various types of optics such as free-form optics, off-axis aspheric mirrors and anamorphic lenses with superior optical quality.

The Tool Influence Function (TIF), which represents the material removal distribution under a polishing tool with stroke, has been studied for various CCOS processes [7-10] as it is the key to achieving the deterministic capability by accumulating stable TIFs to create a removal distribution matching a target error map. Most TIFs are well modeled using Preston’s equation with other advanced models such as parametric edge removal model [11].

Modern high performance optics often require tight specification in terms of mid-to-high spatial frequency errors [3, 12]. For instance, a high performance optical systems (e.g. 8.4m Giant Magellan Telescope primary segment, 8.4m Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) monolithic primary-tertiary mirror, and 4.2m Advanced Technology Solar Telescope off-axis primary in Fig. 1) aiming for very low background noise from scattering or a sharp point spread function with high encircled energy often specify their optical quality in terms of a structure function, bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) or power spectral density (PSD) function [3, 12, 13], which requires a tight control of mid-to-high spatial frequency errors during the optical fabrication process.
While a good conforming characteristic from a polishing tool is required to fabricate free-form or aspheric optics, some rigidity in a tool is also highly desired to get smoothing effects. As shown in Fig. 2 (left) an infinitely rigid tool does not fit to the mid-to-high spatial frequency surface irregularities, and only sits on the high peaks of the optical surface. As the tool moves on the surface in order to achieve a desired removal by targeting errors larger than the size of the tool (i.e. figuring), the mid-to-high spatial frequency errors smaller than the tool size are desired to be smoothed out as shown in Fig. 2 (right). This smoothing effect is a convenient, passive and automatic process to achieve super smooth optical surface efficiently. However, the smoothing effect is not simple to model, evaluate and predict quantitatively, as desired to achieve rapid convergence during the CCOS process. A brief review of the parametric smoothing model is given in Section 2, and the analyzed LSST smoothing results are presented in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the discussion.

2. PARAMETRIC SMOOTHING MODEL

Since a smoothing model for an elastic backed lapping belt was introduced by Brown and Parks in 1981 [16] some other meaningful studies have been carried by Jones (smoothing effect of a pitch tool) [17], Mehta and Reid (bridging model for the smoothing effect of a flexible tool) [18] and Tuell (bridging model via a Fourier decomposition approach) [19]. Kim et al. developed the original parametric smoothing model in 2010 to quantify the smoothing efficiency of various polishing processes, but its application is limited to the experimental sinusoidal error cases [14]. A generalized parametric smoothing model to analyze typical surfaces that have a more random topology has been developed in 2013 [15].

The parametric smoothing model simplifies the data processing and provides a quantitative assessment of the surface improvement due to the smoothing effects during an actual CCOS run. The new generalized parametric model defines a smoothing factor $SF$ to describe the smoothing efficiency, which was defined as $\Delta \varepsilon / \Delta z$, where $\Delta \varepsilon$ is the difference between Root-Mean-Square (RMS) values of the local surface errors before and after the smoothing run, and $\Delta z$ is the nominal removal depth in the local area [15]. The smoothing factor depends on the initial surface error $\varepsilon_{ini}$ and that dependence can be parameterized as

$$SF = k \cdot (\varepsilon_{ini} - \varepsilon_0)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
where \( k \) is the sensitivity to the initial error and \( \epsilon_0 \) is the minimum error for which smoothing can happen [14, 15]. The smoothing capability of a CCOS process has linear dependence on \( \epsilon_{\text{ini}} \). The two parameters \( k \) and \( \epsilon_0 \) are determined by processing the measured surface error maps before and after a CCOS run with the generalized parametric smoothing model.

### 3. SMOOTHING RESULT ANALYSIS

#### 3.1 CCOS Run on 8.4m LSST Mirror

The 8.4m LSST workpiece is a monolithic primary-tertiary mirror (primary on outside and tertiary on inside) as shown in Fig. 3. Two fraternal twin tools, stressed lap and RC (Rigid Conformal) lap, were used on each optical surface. They look very different from each other and rely on two radically different concepts (active control [6] vs. passive flow [9]), but eventually provide same functionality (fitting to the aspheric surface under the tool). A computer controlled stressed lap, which actively alters its polishing interface shape to fit the aspheric optical surface, was configured with polyurethane polishing pads on pitch tiles and used to fabricate the LSST primary mirror. The RC lap utilizing a non-Newtonian fluid [9] was used to fabricate the LSST tertiary mirror surface.

![Figure 3. 8.4m diameter Large Synoptic Survey Telescope monolithic primary-tertiary mirror (primary on outside and tertiary on inside) under the large polishing machine equipped with the fraternal twin polishing tools, the stressed lap (top in the picture) and the RC (Rigid Conformal) lap (middle in the picture) in the Steward Observatory Mirror Laboratory at the University of Arizona.](image)

Detailed CCOS parameters for the polishing runs analyzed, including some key dimensions such as tool size and tool interface with workpiece, are summarized and presented in Table 1. For the surface measurements, both interferometric and SCOTS (Software Configurable Optical Test System) measurements were utilized together [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>LSST monolithic primary-tertiary mirror</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polishing compound</td>
<td>Zirox K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metrology</td>
<td>Interferometer using Computer Generated Hologram and/or Software Configurable Optical Test System [20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polishing tool type</td>
<td>250mm diameter Rigid Conformal lap 800mm diameter Stressed lap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workpiece outer diameter</td>
<td>5.0m (for tertiary) 8.4m (for primary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCOS figuring mode</td>
<td>Dwell time variation mode with fixed 0.6psi polishing pressure Polishing pressure variation mode with 81 hours total uniform dwell time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool interface with workpiece</td>
<td>LP-66 polyurethane pad LP-66 polyurethane pad on pitch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Smoothing Results

Two sets of measured surface error maps from both cases described in Table 1 were processed using the generalized parametric smoothing model. The initial surface maps for the primary with 866 nm RMS target error (left) and the tertiary with 192 nm RMS (right) target error are shown in Fig. 4. However, it is important to note that the smoothing results presented in this study are the mid-to-high spatial frequency errors smaller than the tool size [12-15]. Instead of simply monitoring the overall surface RMS value changes before and after the CCOS run, which represents a figuring (in contrast to smoothing) efficiency, all the local areas (smaller than the tool size) in the surface maps are independently analyzed via the smoothing model [15]. As a reference, the relative tool (contact area) size is depicted as a black disk in the bottom-right corner of the surface error maps in Fig. 4.

![Surface error maps](image)

Figure 4. LSST primary (left) and tertiary (right) mirror surface error map before the CCOS runs, which were used as the target removal maps during the runs. The relative tool (contact area) size is depicted as a black disk in the bottom-corner.

The processed smoothing factor $SF$ values as a function of initial local (not overall) surface error $\varepsilon_{ini}$ are plotted in Fig. 5. The 800 mm stressed lap with LP-66 on pitch tiles showed about 10-20% higher $SF$ values for most initial local surface RMS error $\varepsilon_{ini}$ range than the 250 mm RC lap with same polyurethane pads. However, overall, the differences between the two cases are within 1σ (standard deviation) range.

![Smoothing factor SF vs. initial local surface RMS error](image)

Figure 5. Smoothing efficiency comparison: $SF$ vs. $\varepsilon_{ini}$ (initial local surface RMS error) for 800 mm stressed lap with polyurethane pads on pitch tiles (black solid circle) and 250 mm RC lap with polyurethane pad (red open circle). (The bar represents the spread (+/- 1σ, standard deviation) of the $SF$ values.)

We acknowledge that these two case study results presented here are not enough to draw some general conclusions as there might be various other parameters affecting the $SF$ calculations. (More rigorous statistical study to compare various smoothing factor results all together is currently being planned as more actual CCOS data will be processed using the generalized smoothing model.) However, the result in Fig. 5 gives very useful knowledge that the large stressed lap with
polyurethane pads on pitch tiles has slightly better smoothing efficiency than the RC lap. The fact that two tools with very different structures, but a common polyurethane polishing interface, have similar smoothing efficiency supports the hypothesis that the smoothing efficiency is mainly limited by the polyurethane pad’s characteristics (e.g. stiffness) not by the backing materials (e.g. pitch tile vs. visco-elastic non-Newtonian fluid). Other tests, including comparison of bare pitch and pitch faced with polyurethane, support the same conclusion.

This quantitative smoothing evaluation for two different types of tools provides some useful insights to optimize and improve the smoothing efficiency of current CCOS process. For instance, the stressed lap might need to be used without the polyurethane pads on pitch tiles in order to maximize its smoothing effects. Also, for the RC lap, some changes in the polishing interface material (LP-66 at the moment) may result in a noticeable improvement in terms of the $SF$ slope $k$, which is directly related to the tool’s mid-to-high spatial frequency error control capability.

4. CONCLUSION

High performance optical systems aiming for very low background noise from scattering or a sharp point spread function often specify their beam wavefront quality in terms of a structure function or power spectral density function. The smoothing effect provides a highly efficient and convenient way to correct mid-to-high spatial frequency errors as a polishing lap removes low spatial frequency errors on the optical surface. Using the new generalized parametric smoothing model, which provides a systematic way to evaluate the smoothing effects, actual surface measurement data from the LSST monolithic primary-tertiary mirror fabrication project have been analyzed and studied. The results showed the smoothing effects of mid-to-high spatial frequency surface irregularity for the two different types of polishing tools, stressed lap and RC lap. These results give an objective evaluation of the current CCOS process in terms of smoothing and provide a valuable guide toward further improvements in smoothing efficiency for CCOS processes.
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